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Magnetic forming coils were used successfully to corrective form weld
induced contour distortion in NASA produced welded sidewall panels
removed from ._3 foot diameter Saturn Booster subasserr%lies.
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FOREWORD

This Final Summary Report covers the work perfnrmed under Contract
NAS 8-5435, Control Number TP3-82458, S/I (2F), from /une 17, 1963
to March 31, 1964. It is published for technical information only and does
not necessarily represent the reco,nmendations, conclusions, or approval
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

This contract with Republic .:.viationCorporation at Farmingdale,
New York was initiated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Manufacturing Engineering Division at the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center, Huntsville, Alabama.

Mr. F. Smith is the Project Engineer, Mr. N. Inman performed the

electromagnetic analysis and designed the magnetic coils. Mro R. Dippel
assisted in tool and eqliipment design and Mr. G. Planner was responsible
for overall supervision of the program. Messrs. R. Schwinghammer and
E. Foster coordinated the program on behalf of the George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center.

f

Approved by: , --
Robert W. Hussa, AgsRstant Chief

Manufacturing Re search Engineer

Approved by: f

Manufacturing Rsch. Engr.
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INTRODUCTION

Research in capacitor discharge metal forming is conducted in the
Manufacturing Research Laboratories of Republic Aviation Corporation
with two capacitor bank installations operable to 39,000 and 155. 000 joules
respectively. This -eport covers magnetic forming experiments which
were conducted with this equipment under contract NAS 8 5435, "I_agnetic

Forming Coil Design and Development. " Work conducted prior to the
contract had established that metal movement in relatively thick high

strength aluminum plate (.500" thick 5456-H323 aluminum alleV with
35,000 psi yield) was possible without high magne:ic coil mass, and was
oLtainable within the energy of the capacitor bank installations on hand.

The objective of the contract was to develop coils and techniques for the

corrective forming of panels which have distortions such as occur in
welding. There are two kinds of distortion which are typically associated
with the area about a weld.

Inward

Circumferentially along the weld line '"

about the weld region. The greatest ______ ____ "
deviation i3 at the weld, but continues
to include the first T on either side.

Such T_s are thereby not in correct position or angulation for
assembly of splash baffles.

Longitudinal bow of the weld line

This type of contraction occurs in .: ;_
conjunction with the above weld area
distortion,

Outward

This distortion begins at a distance at the tee stiffeners adjacent to
the welds and carries for a distance of 4 to 6 stiffeners (_- to 3 feet}.

The outward type of distortion is not as comm,',m to all panels as is
the inward distortion but also appears associated with the weld

Much of the experimental work was conducted with two integrally stiffened
panels received from MSFC. A photograph of panel 1 is shown in Figure 1.
The panels are identified in the report as Panel 1 and Panel Z in reference
to the order in which they were received. Work actually began with Panel Z,
a slightly smaller panel than #1. Panel Z had both of the inward distortion
effects at the weld to a rather serious degree {See Figure 9 )_whereas
Panel 1 was inwardly distorted only in the longitudinal direction at the weld.
However_ Panel 1 had a considerable amount of the less usual outward
distortion centered 2 feet away from the Weld, in both longitudinal and
circumferential directions.
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During the first seven months of the nine month period of th_ contract,
monthly progress reports were issued which contain records of the experi-
ments performed. The work of the final two montb period (February and
March 1964) is included in this final report. The work reported in the first

seven progress reports is summarized, but not repeated in this final report.
For convenient reference, an index by work subject is included.

The coils, coil holders, damping and attaching device employed during the
progra.m were shipped to MSFC. Two sets of transmiss._.on lines (not used)
without terminations on one end to permit adaptation to a MSFC bank were

also shipped. A shipment list describing these items is included in the

report.

9
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

I. The practicality of using magnetic coils, which are simply attached
to workpieces by vacuum or mechanical fasteners, for corrective forming
has been demonstrated. The process has the advantage of being operable
in relatively inaccessible regions. Another major advantage of the process
is that contact between the forming coil and workpiece is obtained by the
inertia effect of the high energy forming impulse rather than by structure.
By use of damping device attachment of the coil by means such as vacuun=
or fasteners, the forming forces are transmitted to the workpiece after

forming begins and such forces are of much lower amplitude and, con-
sequently, of longer duration. In summary, the completed work ":_mon-
strates in a general way that the magnetic forming technique can be used
to reform relatively heavy gage aluminum components "in the field".

Z. With regard to the specific problem of contour correction discussed
in this report, the process can be conducted safely and reliably. Deform-
ation calibrations can be established for particular workpiece _nd energy

conditions for any particular coil and capacitor bank.

3. The tooling manufactured during the program adequately demonstrates
the practicality of the process and can be effectively used. For actual use,
improvements such as reduce@ coil heatup and simplified coil positioning
should be made.

4. Corrective forming of longitudinal and cylindrical inward distortion
of the weld r_gion sections was accomplished using 4 inch diameter mag-
netic coils operating at energy levels between 6000 and 12,000 joules,
without visible damage to either workpiece or coil. Longitudinal error
of. 230" and cylindrical error of. 205" were brought within a +_ . 030"
tolerance.

5. Corrective forming of moderately severe distortion (from . 050" to
. 100" beyond engineering dr_.wing tolerance) outside the weld zone where
the skin thickness is . Z00" can be _ccomplished us ing 4 inch and IZ inch
diameter magnetic coils operating at 3000 to 6000 joule discharge levels,
without deleterious effect upon the workpiece or coil.

Where more excessive distortion exists (. 100" to . 250" beyond

engineering drawing tolerance_ and higher energy discharges (above 6000
joules} are required, correction is only partially successful, because of
concave distortion produced in the machined fiat surfaces (away from the
coil face).

6. Damping of the 4" coil was effectively achieved with an air cylinder
so that the restraining force at discharge levels up to lZ, 000 joules (the
highest energy used} aid not distort the tee stiffeners to which the coil was
attached.

7. Damping of the IZ" coil was effect':vely achieved with a loose fitting
piston.
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8. The vacuum attachment with 8 vacuum cu_s was adequate to adhere

the iZ" coil to the smooth outer panel surface at discharge levels up to
8000 joules. Vacuum attachment of the 4" coil with 2 vacuum cups
remained secure up to 8000 joules. The discharge level whic vacuum
adhesion will withstand is dependent upon the rigidity (or lack of _verall

" movement) of the workpiece.

9. The work output (deformation) per discharge energy was essentially

"I" equal for the 240 uf and 960 uf capacitor banks, although frequency differed
by a factor of two. The portable MSFC bank produced deformation several
times greater with the same forming colls.

I A 4 inch diameter, l0 turn coil has the capability of accepting 17,000
i0.

3oules on a single shot basis without damage.

I 1 l. A 12 inch diameter, 40 turn coil has the capability of accepting 48,000joules on a single shot basis without damage.

I 1Z. The hardness of the encapsulating epo_, should be selected to be acompromise to have adequate resis_a,_c _ _c -,_'_,'_ n_,_ due to coil heating
yet to be resilient enough to a_roi9 !allure due to the discharge impulse. ,

1 _. Coil heating becomes s!gmficant at high coil output, ,.,_d coil cooling
appears advisable to obtain _reater result in less time anq _void softening

of the encapsulating epoxy.
14. The combination of the r_: f epoxy impregnated glass oth tape
achieved satisfactory turn te ,,rn bonding of the coil in that '_ilures do not

occur between turns at less tha,_ twice the discha, ge ener_" evels whichcan be considered in avoiding o,rer localized forming.
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S vlMAR v OF PREVIOUS WORK (June 1963 - January 1964}

The work conducted during the prior period of the contract, June 17, 1963

to Japuary 31, 1964 has been reported in Progress Reports i through 7,
This previous work is summarized in less detail below under several work
headings, and references are m_de to supporting data in the Progress
Reports.

'. Development of forming coils and coil holders

There were require1_ents for two types of forming coils to be designed
and made for the experimental magnetic forming work. One had to be
small enough to enter within the 4. 18 inch opening made by the machimed
tee stiffeners on the inner panel surface. A second coil, specified to be
12 inches in diameter, was to be used on the outer panel surface. For

manufacturing simplicity and strength, the coils made were circular, flat
and rigid, and comprised of. 090" x. 38" triple formvai insulated rectang-
ular wire. "ihe turns were insulated by interleaving epoxy impregnated
glass cloth, which was also used to encase the completely wound coil. The
glass cloth used was chosen after a series of lnp shear tests had bee:_ made
to determine the most efficacious bonding ma =rial available. Report #2
describes the tests and results. _fhe small coil included 10 turns, and was
approximately 4 inches in diameter, while the 12 inch diameter coil included

40 turns. Figure 2 contains drawing of botl___._._._=_--"-=,._--=describes the manner
of manufacture.

The 4 inch diameter coils were used singly and in pairs on either side
of a tee stiffener. Since these coils were to he used on the inner palel
surface between the tee stiffeners, they had to be supported beyond the
height of the stiffeners. Holders were designed to make attachment to
the stiffeners while guiding the coil along the machined bays between the

tee stiffeners, and to contain the coil during its recoil mow.ment f-_llowing
discharge. The coils were encapsulated iu epoxy plastic which was molded
to a piston-like shape. They were attached, in turn, to one inch diameter

air cylinders, operating at 90 psi, which provided damping action to recoil,
and ret_lrned the coil face to the workpiece. The coil and air cylinder were
supported within, a micarta cylinder, which fastened to the tee stiffeners.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the single and tandem coils and holders.

The 12 inch diameter coil was intended for forming against the outer
surface of the panel, which offers no means of support for he ccil or
holder {such as the tee stiffeners of the inside surface)° This coil was
also encapsulated in epoxy plastic to make a piston-like shape, and was
loosely placed Jn a closed-end cylinders containing ca,_tive air. Since
there was little clearance between the walls of the cylinder and the sides
of the coil body, the movement of the coil on recoil built up air pressure,

stopping +.he coil motion, and actually returning the coil face to the work-
piece. The cylinder holder was at_ached to slides, providing coil location
on the panel surface, and the whole assembly was fastened to eight vacuum
cups, which secured it to the _moo th panel surface. See p_otograph in
Figure 6. It was possible to move the coil in the cylinder five ieet longi-
tudinally along the panel surface without relocating the vacuum cups.

Discharges up to 8000 joules were possible without disengagement of the
vacuum cups. A dra'_[ug of the vacuum attachment are shown in Figure 7.
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4"DIll,/0 Td_/Y COIZ

Manu faoturlng P

.,,_J_/'MP'.,_'fT'_/,_: /VO7"_: -- 4" Diameter 10

.. l{r_ _./R.,_F_" -- _._.___. _ 1. C' Wrap w_re a_d _908-18l epoxy
/F_'A'_" 4 7Z_AP/F$ -- _ _7/_f//v_pr _ equivalent, for I0 _orns.

f-./_7" _-_ _'[./A_Af_ -- _ _/_5_A2r_rO" Z. Apply Sco_.hweld EC1386 Adhesive {

both coil faces, t'flling voids. __

3. Ove_ Cure for I hour at 350"F, ,:sin
coi/ qur£1ce.

._ Wrap coi/ completely using BP908-1
n&ted glass clot_

5. Ove_. o,:ve for QO rnlv-_tes at 3ZS"F.

6. EnC,lpsu/ate coil using epoxy resin*

• 51"_ {by weight) Eplrez _gt (3
43. 85 LP_ ' rhtokol •

5. 2% D/e thyl ene".r ia._

,?. Cemeat 90 D_ro. _labb_r b_ock _ ¢.t
resin adhesive (-x._ in #6 above) ._mC

- _ Cemo_ adumlnunz p!ate to rubber b_
(O_ in _6 &bore) a_d room t_mj_ratu
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_ "_ x._9o c__>"c,ocop/o_,_ ,_'/_Mr_,_"
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/ .-- .So x./Z5 _-EP ...,_o7 /
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':-_- ,\ "._"-.-" :
. / \

, j
' II._llo

._ , .5 _ _ i -

_" ---- _o_---

-' 7oP/C.,_--z,.'P _'_,c'xz.

Manufl, cturing Procedure
4" Diameter 10 Turn CoLt

I. Wrap wire and BP908-181 epoxy _mpre_ted glaks cloth strip, or
equivalent, for l0 t_rns.

2. Apply Scotchweld EC 1386 Adhesive (Minne_ot_ ]_xnlng & Mfg. ) f;o -"
both coi_ L_cee, filling voids.

3. Oven cure for I hour at 350"_, using pressure pinte£ against each
coilxur fac_.

4. Wrap co_l completely using BPg08-18I {or equlv_lent) epoxy impreK-
hated glass cloth.

S. Oven cure for 90 minutes at 325"_

6. Encapsulate coil using epoxy resin*, and room temperature c,_e .._-
_51% (by weight) Epirez 5091 (]onel - Da_ney Company)

43. 8% LP3 {Th/okol Chemlcal)
_. Z,% Diethylenetriamine

7. Cement q0 Duro. Rubb_ block to cured epoxy face, using epoxy
r_sin _dhesive ( _s in _6 above) an_ room ternporatu_e cure.

g. Cement _lU..lr_t_um p_[_ tO _hb_r blO_, _8_Dg epo_ res_ ad_hestvt_
(as in #6 above) and room temperature cure.

FIGURE
\
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Ivleo_.facturing Pl'occdure 9o Pot i
i_."Diameter 40 _J_urnColl usinl

I. Wrap wire and 1_P908-181 epoxy ..npregnited glisl cloth strip, or :0.
equiv_lent_ for 40 turns.

Z. Oven cure [or 90 minutes at 3_.5"_, using preshre plates a_tinst
each coil surface.

, i both coil ices, fillini voids.

_l##_Wi/_'#lt_,t'_'_/_'tl;; ,4_T,_ c'' 4. Oven cure for I hour at 3S0"F, uiin s pressure p_itel igslnit eae_

_#'/ I-_d_/N,'f T_'_ _.._ /_P_OW_ coil surface.

_. /-_._'.._-_V'_q' -- ,3 _-_/_//Y "_'cc-S 5. Wrap coil completely using BPI08-ISI [or eeslt_lSnt) epoxy Imprl s-
_4_ _ _,_N,_ -- /[ " uatid class cloth, applyinll (3) limlinates o+ -_hcoil hlee_ and (i0)

"'/J_'YTZ_ _3 _ _ _ inminat_i (strips) crete, _ outer periphery, end CnClOitoI the entire

,3_.4_;03_ _NS _ _t . coil with (!) covering layer.
_#_ _ T_FAI_ - _ _'_#i#/#t_ "_ 6. Oven _fe lor 90 minutes at 3ZS'F, liing pressure plates aliinll

• elch COil surface.

J" 7. Loclite coil witidn litlello/ic lmprelted llliUli i cyliitder (see
(10)_low for _oufaeturi=ll instructions)andeliipiuintl coil
_ein_ epoxy resides az_d room tempo_il_re &'_re..

• Sl % (by well, t) Eplrex sllgl (;ones -'i_cusy Co, )

43. 8_ LP3 (Thin_l Chon_q_!L'
S. 25 IXethyleaetrinmine

Cement p)yw_i b_r.]cL_to epoxy face) usl:_ eplXy resin idhesivl

(is tin !? above) lad room tel nelliill cur@°
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Mac_facturxng Procedure ?. Pot plywood backing to phenolic irnpre_ted glas_ cloth cylinder
12" Diameter 40 Turn Coil using epoxy rel'_ adhesive and room temperature cure.

I. Wrap wire and BPq08-1BI epoxy impregnated gLtss cloth strip, or .0. _ufacture phenolic impre_qxated gla_s cloth cylinder as follows:

equivalent, for 40 turns, a) wrap t/gnlly 6 turzxe of Su_form F1760 (Sun Chemical) "
or equivalent _'.henolJc impreBnated glass cloth 6"

_. Ov;n cure for 90 minutes et 3_5°F, _ssng pressure F._t_ • zk_us" w/de around II. 70" diameter mandril/.
each coil sar_ce.

7/_'1_1CO//- 3. ^_lyscu_ch-eld_Cl,6_,iv_ ¢_,,,.a _"s • _._ _ b_ .... _wr,_g_o,cloth_ MY'-r,m_si_e_
both coil faces, filler voids, c) oven c_re for 3 hours at 350"F

; 4. Oven cure for I hour at ]50"F. using ptessuxe l_ates .galnst each d) remove from mandrill and peelouter wraps iLrludin_
_._ ,,_Ok_,_ coil surf_tce, Mylar lap_ covering.

KA_4/N_4_Y'_'..q" 5. Wrap coil completely using BP?OS-lgl (or equivalent) epoxy imprea-
" n_ted class cloth, applying (_) laminates on eac_ cull face, end (I0)

laminates (stri,_s) around outer periphery, _md ¢m_losing the entire
coil with (I) covering layer.

. /--_/'_/N/py_r'_ 6. Oven cure fur _0 minutes at 3Z_'F. using prees_r¢ plates againzt
each coil _r/ace.

7. Locate coil within phenolic _mprelp_ted glass cl_ cylinder (see
(I0} below {or manufae_ri_ instructions_ _ud eac_apeulate cull
using epoxy reline, and room temperature cu, e.,

c 51 % (by _li£ht} Epsrex S091 (3e-el - Dab_ly Co. )
45° i_ LP$ (Thiokol x'hemi_.l)

_° _ _/e_ylenttria_qlss@

8. Cement _ywood _CI_J tO epoxy _KCeI _I_qing epql4cyresin adhelive
(as _ #7 above) and room temperature cure. ,_
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2. Magnetic Weld Peening Experiments

A series of tests were performed using 4 inch diameter coils to propel
an aluminum driver (with a steel hammer point) directly against the weld
surface with the intention of correcting distortion by means of successive
adjacent impacts. The principle of operation as illustrated in sketch below
was as follows:

A magnetic field of a short duration high current flow, through coils
(5) induced opposing current and field in the conductive drivers (3) causing
these components to move away frem each other due to magnetic forces.
Movernent was perpendicular to guide (6) which positioned the drivers as
the harnmers (4) JXnl_acted upon the weld of the workpiece.

Based on the law of conservation of momentum, the ratio of the opposit-
ely directed velocities is inversely proportional to the respective masses.
Therefore, a 20 pound weight (1) w_s attached to the coil holder (2) and
coil (5) so that the weight of this assembly was much heavier than the com-
bined weight of the driver (3) and hammer (4). Consequently, little move-
ment of the heavier assembly occurred during the current pulse, and most
of the kinetic energy was imparted to the driver and hammer.

r;-, z: s f3 3 c_-_, _, _':- _"2"; 1
'-'_ "-" " " "-:- "_" 7 ...... /-----" _" -

-. ".. '1 I _ "

..... --"-<..........."_ _"] _ "2" <.i,, __-- ___ 't- ," " "_, :-, .... !'/! , ; _-,7:--::-: ---- - '-
: m-! I i/,i i 1--:-: ',

k :1r-/7::
= i ._ !;., 'x] _---'- ', i

-/ 7:- I
...... - "-_"-......--" " -i-"_--_-----i:--:..... ,.........................

.............. -" '-- _---_7--1_--_-.7_-:W01-1<t>_;c%----"_; .45.

The coils and assemblies were used singly and in" series to produce
individual impressions in aluminum specimens9 for efficiency determinations
of the Z40 uf and 960 uf capacitor banks at varying energy level discharges
{up to 16, 000 joule sJ"with little difference noted in the work produced at
_qual discharge energy. Welded test strips Z0 inches long in l]Z inch

f

J

3 "_-
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aluminum plate w4,re simultaneously peened at both weld surfaces v__th
impacts spaced at 1/4 inch intervals at 4300 joule discharges. The peening
action reduced a siight bow (. 01Z" at panel center) to . 003" as shown in
illustration below, indicating that preferential working of one surface with
regard to the ot_er could be achieved by adjustment of the anvil area.

• .. '.:: : ,. P- , • _ . "

, _,. _-,_," ,-_ _ . "". ." .

•-_,%_:. _ ,.., -. _ -,
• -'. - .... {'._

WELD PEENING OF 1/2" PLATE. IMPACTS I/4" APART AT 4300 JOULES

Details of the magnetic peening experiments such _s workplece impres-
sions at various discharge energy levels are given in Progress Report #3.
The magnetic peening experiments were discontinued in favor of forming
the panel directly with magnetic pres sure in accordance with the original
program objective.

14
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3. Methods of Panel Contour Measarement

Before magnetic forming experiments could be performed upon the two
MSFC furnished welded panels, it was necessary to establish contour
dimension_ in cylindrical al_d longitudinal directions.

An upright fixture was constructed to contain the welded panel in a
vertical position, and secure it in a 198 inch radius of curvature by means
of fixed con:_our plates at the top and bottom edges. All contour deviations
were measared relative to these two edges, as shown in Figure 8.
A contour checking fixture was made to locate from fixed points on the
upright fixture, szraddle the outer surface of the panel, and represent a
radius 198. 50 inches, 1/2" outside the indicated contour of the upright
fixture. All measurements made indicated the difference between the

panel surface and the checking fixture.

The upright fixture was idvally suited for the first panel (No. 1)
received from NASA, which measured 103" x 105", but the second panel

(No. 2) received was 90" x 90", and was too small to be mounted within
the fixture. Forming experiments were actually begun with the panel
No. 2. for which a fixture was made of two wood contour boards 90" long
cut to a 196" radius of curvature (allowing Z" for the height of the tee
stiffeners upon which the panel rested. ) See Figure 9. The panel was per-
mitted to rest on the boards without any restraint. Measurements were
made by resting a template including an arc of 198.50 inch radius on the
external surface of the pane], using 1/2: shims and making cylindrical
readings for 24 inches on either side of the weld. Longitudinal readings
were made using a stre:ght template, offset 1/2" from the panel surface.

:- These readings required correction since the _emplate banking surfaces
4

were the panel itself, rather than a fixed reference.

Progress Reports 5 and 6 contain more det&il with regard to measu_e-
ment of Panels 2 and 1, respectively.

|
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4. Corrective Forming of No. 2 Panel

Panel No. 2 included severe distortion along the weld line (sr-eFigure
9) which produced reverse conto,_r curvature at the weld joint, and extended
to the tee stiffeners adjacent to the weld, causing an angular error of 2°

30', preventing them from making normal contact with the contour boards.
(See Figure 10, upper and the sketch below.) The distortion extended
toward the panel center wi_h increasing magnitude to form a concave de-
pression .230" deeper there than at the panel edges. The work performed
was primzrily corrective forming of the weld line, using the 4 inch dia-
meter coil mounted between the tee stiffeners. Measurements were made

after each discharge during the early phases of the test program to estab-
lish deformation versus energy level data, and is contained in Report #3
in detail.

Fifty-seven magnetic discharges were made with the 4 inch diameter
coil in this weld region containing the most severe distortion, along a line
45 inches long, at energy levels between 5000 and IZ, 000 joules. Material
in the area of contact with the oil was relocateE about . 035" per discharge.

The angular error of the tee stiffeners was corrected and they were moved
into proper contour, as shown in the sketch below, and the concave depres-
sion of the weld line was reduced, producing a relatively straight element

having a deviation of + . 015". Figures 10 lower and Ii show the panel
after these discharges and Report #6 presents the corrective forming data
in detail.

BEFORE DISCHARGE AFTER DISCHARGE

,I
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PANEL #Z BEFORE AND AFTER CORRECTIVE FOAMING
FIGURE ) 0
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5. Corrective Forming of No. ! Panel

Panel No. i, mounted vertically in the upright fixture contained two types

of contour error, shown by the dimensional contour check in Figures IZ and
illustrated by Figure I. The first was a concave depression formed in
the panel center approximately at the mid point of the weld line, which
reached a maximum depth of. 145" (inside the 198" radius of curvature
established by the upright fixture). This concave condition continued for
approximately IZ inches on either side of the weld zone, where there was

transition to a convex bowing, extending outward to the panel outboard

edges. About two feet on either side of the weld line, at a point approx-
imately in the middle of the panel, the bulges reached their maximum

height (outside the 19_ °'radius of curvature established by the upright
fixture), to . i92" beyond the rad:us line on the left side of the panel
(Station 24) and to . 286" ¢n the right side of the panel (Station 80).

Weld line distortion was corrected by using the 4 inch diameter coil,
mounted between the £ee stiffeners, and discharging magnetically against
the welded joint and the two machined bays six inches on either side of

the weld line. See Figure 13. A series of 91 discharges, at energy

levels between 4300 and 7700 joules, were n_ade on the weld and adjacent
bays, at 2-3 inch intervals between discharges, reducing the weld line
deviation to . 058" from the center to panel ends. Table I below tabulates

the dimensional cbanges resulting from these discharges, with the contour
dimensions derived with a 198" radius template offset . 500" from fixed
locating points outside skin ends.

Contour Dimensions After

Contour Dimensions Before 91 Discharges, Using 4"
Corrective Action Diameter Ceil

STATIONS STATIONS
O

46 5Z 58 46 52 58
!

95.0 578 55_ 554 565 550 553
o
"_ 76. 0 630 617 604 570 544 557

66. 5 640 633 630 578 ;_ 558 567

_ 57.0 635 645 ;:.- 621 563 556 557

47.5 610 620 591 547 552 540
._._

38. 0 568 58Z 557 533 547 5Z7

"-_ Z8. 5 528 544 528 468 503 490

O _.5 490 544 515 475 53Z 510

TABLE I

, Zl
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The (*) numbers signify the points of great_st contJur error, before

and after forming, with (500) representing a point on the 198" radius contour

line. Since the weld line deviation was reduced tc within + . 030", this phase

of work using the 4 inch diameter coil was concluded.

Because of the relatively large area of cos vex ccntour requiring corr-

ection, the 12 inch diameter coil, vacuum mounted to the smooth surface

of the panel, was used at Stations 24 and 80. Six discharges were made

along Station 24, at six inch intervals, for a linear distance o_ _hirty inches.

These discharges were highest at the point of greatest error, anJ dim-

inished in energy level as the distortion decreased• Table Ii indicates

the position and level of each discharge, with the dimension changes

res1_]tJng from them.

TABLE II

Contour Dimension Discharge Contour Dimension
At Station 24 Before Sequence and At Station 24 After

Correction Energy Level Correction
0_

95.0 447 452
O

76 344 364
!

70 332 1st - 6000 Joules 355

o
•_ 64 322 2nd- 6400 " 353

e 58 311 3rd- 6550 " 352

•_ 52 303 4th - 6850 " 355
A

46 305 5th - 6750 " 358

40 317 6th - 6000 " 359

28. 5 347 372.,4

9. 5 455 457o

As can be seen by the data, the net distortion ove_ the 30 inch

worked zone is . 007", and represents a maximum contour improvenlent

of .053".

Sixteen discharges were made along station 80. Because of the

extreme amount of distortion, forming energy levels were kept low to

avoid depressing the skin areas adjacent to the tee stiffener which stra-

ddled station 80, and the d{scharges were not made in direct linear

sequence as occurred at station 24, but were made at the high points of

distortion, as they developed along the station line. Two discharges,

made a*.3000 and 4320 joules, produced no appreciable c_rrection. The%
remsin[rg fourteen discharges were made between 5500 and 6500 joules,

which produced fronl . 035" to . 065" material movement per discharge.

Table III tabulates the dimensional changes resulting from these discharges.
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TABLE "ii

Contour Dimensions _t Station 80 Amount Gained
U

Befo_'e Correction After Correction ( In Inches)

95. 0 431 448 017
o
'_ 76. 0 312 325 . 013

66. 5 292 320 .032

'_ 57. 0 214 323 109
D

47.5 266 3Z5 059•

"_ 3£. 0 28Z 339 057

28.5 326 345 019

9. 5 467 480 013O

It can be seen from Table ID that the total deviation between 28. 5 and

76. 0 has _en reduced from. ll2" to.025", and the total contour gain at
57. 0 is . 109".

The corrective action on the outer surface of the panel at statiors 24
an] 80, using the 12 inch diPr_leter ct il discharging i,nward, produced
metal movement in the opposite direction (outward) at the weld zone where

le deformation was concave in shape, and resulted in a net contour gain
_t those regions• Table IV tabulates the contour dimensions at and _round
the weld before and after the twenty-two discharges made at stations _4
and 80.

TABLE IV

Before Correction After Correction
At Stations 24 and 80 At Stations 24 and 80

u

, 46 52 58 46 52 58

_ 95• 0 565 550 553 564 552 554
O

"_ 76. 0 570 544 55"/ 554 53,t 540
i1)

_ 66. 5 578 5_8 567 565 551 560

'_ 57. 0 563 556 557 555 546 540

_ 47. 5 547 552 540 525 527 510

;_ 38. 0 533 547 527 512 5Z5 506

"_ Z8. 5 468 503 490 498 50 _ 495

0 9. 5 475 532 510 481 507 50Z
,q

From the above data: it may be seen that the total contour deviation
of six inche_ om either aide of the weld has been reduced from. 110" to

23
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• 084" without performing any direc _ work upon the area. Combining the
data a_ai!able in Tables I and IV, the total correction in this area, result-

ing from all work done to Panel No. l has been . 071", reducing the max-
ir._um distortion of . i55" to . 084".

This series of forming tests preceeds those described in the period
ol February l to March 31, 1964, included subsequently in this report.

, , , 94
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6. Characteristic Deformation versus Energy Curves

A series of tests were undertaken to compile data for the plotting of

characteristic curves for each of the c,_.isused in the magnetic forming
experiments, at 3 or more different energy levels. All tests were per-
formed on Parel No. 2, with coils mounted in their proper holders.

The 4 inch diameter coil was mounted between the tee stiffeners and

discharged against the weld at a po_t approximately 40 inches from the
leading edge of the panel at increasing increments of 1000 joules, between
3000 and IZ, 000 joules. Deformation measurements were taker, of the
weld at the coil center, and at one inch increments for three inches along
the weld on each side of the coil center. Figure 14 contains the curves for
this test sequence.

The 4 inch diameter coil was tested in the same manner as above;

with discharges being made against the .200" thick machined skin, at a

point 12 inches from the weld, 39 inches from the leading edge of the part.
Discharges were made in increasing increments of 1000 joules, between
3000 and 7000 joules, and measurements were made as described above

Figure 15 includes the curves for this test.

Two 4 inch diameter coils, connected in series and moanted in the
tandem coil holder, were mounted between tee stiffeners spanning two
machined bays, and discharged simultaneously against the . 200" thick
skin at points 12 and 18 inches from the weld and 30 inches from the panel
leading edge. Contour changes were measured for both coils in the manner
desc, ibed for the single 4" diameter coil tests following discharges
increasing in 1000 joule increments, frcm 4000 to 9000 joules. Figure 16
contains the plot for the left and right coils. Comparison with the deform-
ation curves for a single coil shows that, as expected, deformation begins
at lower energy levels with a single coil due to the greater energy per
surface area.

Comparison of the double and single coils on an equ_l energy per coil
basis shows that the double coils produce more metal moven_ent. This
can not necessarily be construed as work since a differen_ curvature _q
produced by the two systems. Also, as is observed in forming with __
single 4" coil in adjacent positions along a line, succeeding discharges
add to the deformation at earlier positions.

The 12 inch diameter coil, vacuum mounted to the horizontally resting

panel, was discharged over a stiffening tee Z4 inches from the weld and
40 h.ches fro,n the leading edge. Four discharges were made at 4320,
5000, 7000 __nd 8500 joules, and measuremehts were made of metal move-
ment (of the _ee stiffener) at 3 inches, 6 inches and 9 inches from the coil

center. The results of this test are plotted in Figure 17

27I
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7. Coil Destruction Tests

'tests were performed upon the 4 inch and 12 inch diameter coils to

determine the maximum energy discharges which the coils could sustain.

The 4 inch diameter coil used for this test had been employed for all
previous single coil corrective forming operations made upon the two

panel sections and for deformation versus energy level tests, being sub-
jected to approximately 500 discharges at levels to i_, 0u0 joules. The
destruction tests were made using the 240 uf capacitor bank, with dis-

charges commencing at 12,000 joules (I0 KV) and increasing in 2500
joule increments. The coil was housed in its coil holder and coupled to
. 125" thick aluminum alloy workpieces. The results are summarized
below and illustrated by Figure 1£

Discharge Voltage -Energy Remarks

I I0 KV 12,000 5uules No damage

2 II " 14,500 " No damage

3 IZ '_ 17,300 " Plastic facing on coil
spalling

4 12. 9 KV g0,000 " Coil separa::ing from
plastic body

5 & 6 13. 65 KV 22,500 " No further damage

7 14. 45 KV 25,000 " Glass cloth insulation

separating from coil
face

8 15. 15 KV 27,500 " Coil failure - leads

break away fro,n coil
proper

A previously unused 12 [nch diameter coil, mounted in the vacuum
holding fixture and coupled to a I/Z" thick 4 ' x 8' aluminum plate was
used for this test series. Discharges were made at 20,000 and Z3,500
joules, using the 240 uf bank (12. 9 and 14 KV) and at Z9,000 and 48,000

joules, using the 960 uf bank (7.75 and i0 KV). There was no damage
inflicted upon the coil or coil sul:porting plastic by these tests, although
the final discha'_-ge,at 48,000 joules, raised the vacuum held fixture
and coil from the workpiece to an approximate three foot height. There

was concern that higher energy discharges would d_rnage the coil holding
fixture without affecting the coil itself and further tests were suspended.
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g. Discharge Current Traces

Current traces which were obtained during corrective forming (or with
coils coupled to aluminum plates), are presented for a single 4" coil, double
4" coils and the 12" coil with 240 and 960 uf capacitor banks in Figures
19, Z0, 21 and 22. The 240 uf bank was connected with two 85' lengths

and the 960 uf was connected with one 70' length of MR 1475 cable. The
inductanccs of these cables are small with respect to the coils.

It has generally been observed in magnetic forming that frequency
decreases to a fairly constant valu_ after the first I/4 current cycle so that
it appears that the workpiece acceleration is principally accomplished
durin_ this time. These current traces also have this character althm_gh
at lower energy levels several of the 960 uf traces have only a half cv le
_ince the voltage after that time is insufficient to reionize the vacuum
switch.

In all of the traces the current and I/4 cycle time are indict.ted. It

is observed by ccmparing the 240 uf and 960 u_ es for which discharge
energy is equal that the impulse or product of cu_ _znt squared and time at
i/4 cycle is approximately equal. This is a reasonable result since the
deformation work with the 240 uf and 960 uf equipment did not differ greatly.

The dashed lines in Figure 19 lower right, have been added to extend
the current decay back to the origin (0 cycle). This approximation was
oerformed for each trace and the current value was divided by the dis-

charge voltage to obtain the initialamps/volt ratio. (Io/Eo).

This ra_io can be used to obtain an approximate value of inductance
from the expression

I

Io -E°C, since _ >>
L _

or

_T \:-

The values of inductance obtained from this expression and the current
traces are:

_ Single 4" Double 4" 12"

24(,uf 4. 3 uh 9. 6 uh 55 uh

960 uf 7.9 uh 125 uh

The inductances in the table appear creditable in that two 4" coils

have a value twice as great as one coil and that the inductance of the IZ"
coil is much higher than that of the 4" coil. However, calculations for
the 240 uf bank are considerably lower than for the 960 uf bank for both
coils. Further comparison with IVISFC bank traces and the 4" coil, where

I/4 cycle is 50 u sec and current is about twice as high,_L,'ouldindicmta

34Q
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1 (R _2an evon lower inductance. It the-ofore appears that the _ >> 2--L---)

condition which can be reasonably used after the 1/4 cycle does not apply
befor_ that time since consider_,.ble change in inductance occurs during
this period. It is of interest, however, to consider whether the artificial
inductances which were calculated can be considered as a measure o2

merit for a discharge system.

• 35
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WORK COMPLETED BETWEEN
1 FEBRUARY AND 31 MARCH 1964

1. Forming operations were continued on integrally stiffened Panel #i,

as mounted in the upright fixture, in order to reduce contour deviation
to 198 inches (radial) !. 030" for i2 inches on either side of the weld joint.

(See Figure Z3 for contour dimensions prior to th s test.) Corrective form-
ing commenced by discharging the vacuun_ mounted IZ inch d:ameter coil
twenty-two ti,nes along station 80, which included the greatest deviation,
at levels between 5000 and 8500 joules (6.45 K_ to 8.4 KV at Z40 uf),
leducing the deviation to a maximum of . 109". The contour dimensions
following these discharges are presented in Figure ?4 and plotted in Fig. Z8.

This test sequence was terminated when cracks were found in the webs
of the tee stiffeners at the panel ends at stations 74 and 86, adjacent to the

tee stiffener being magnetically impinged at station 80. Likewise the tee
stiffeners at stations 18 and 30, adjacent to the tee stiffener at station Z4

which had been worked on an earlier test, were found cracked, although
less severely than the others. Figures 15 and 26 illustrate the damaged
tee stiffeners. An investigation was begun to determine t.hecauses of the
failure, and the means to prevent reoccurrence of such damage.

2. Failure was apparently caused by the rapid deceleration of the tee

stiffeners at the pan_l ends producing stresses beyond the ultimate
strength of the alloy. Such deceleration may be due to lateral movement
(radial direction) of the tees, or due to oscillatory motion of the tee about
its root

Since the panel had withstood approximately Ol discharges (average
6, 000 joules) during the outward forming with the 4" coil and failed after
relatively few (ZZ) d{sclarges during forming with the IZ" coil, it seems
reasonable to attribute the failure to the difference in overall panel motion
imparted by both coils. The 4" coil produces intense press,:re and de-
formation in th£ local area directly under the coil. Overall cleflection

outside the coil area falls off markedly. The 12,,coil Produces a much
lower pressure although over a larger area. Consequently, a lower pro-
portion of discharge energy is absorbed in deformation work anc_ a larger
proportion produces elastic strain and movement of the panel _s a whole.
The failure, which is believed _o indirectly result from the overall panel
movement, therefore indi_:ates either that such movement be restricted
or that the oscillation of the tees be limited.

3. In view of the above, an experiment was conducted to investigate the
effectiveness of limiting tee. oscillation to avoid failure. A contoured
aluminum plate strap was ecrewed to wedge supports between the tee
stiffeners of the panel. Figure Z7 shows this clamping arrangement. The
attachr_ents preven%ed movement between tees and also added mass to the
top and bottom edges of the ]_anel.

Thirty-eight discharges were made at station Z4 at levels from 7000
to 9700 joules (averaging 7Z70 joules per 4 scharge). (Twenty-fwo dis-
charges of 5000 to 8500 joules had caused the failure). Penetrant inspec-

tion of the stiffening te.es disclosed no further damage.
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4. Experiments at George C. Marshall Space Flight Center with the 4"
coil showed that, at equal discharge energy, the coil produced several
times as much metal deformation with the portable MSFC bank than with

either the Z40 uf or 960 uf Republic Aviation banks. The MSFC discharges
attained higher current with greater frequency for about i0 half cycles,
whereas the Republic Aviation discharges damp in 3 half cycles or are
critically damped. Figure 19-ZZ illustrates current traces. With the higher

currents and longer overall discharge time in the MSFC experiments it
was observed that after one or two discharges a temperature rise notice-
able to the hanc1 would reach the coil face. Since this timperature rise
had never been observed in Republic Aviation experiments, two sets of
coil heatup tests were conducted.

Test # i

A 4 inch diameter coil made with the original room setting'_ epoxy
plastic used on the coils furnished to Huntsville was discharged twenty-five
times at 12,000 joules (10KV at 240 uf) against an aluminum plate at a rate
of one discharge per minute without any heat buildup (as measurable by the
hand), or plastic softening.

Test #Z

The same coil, ,again coupled to an aluminum plate, was discharged
five times per minute at 7,500 joules for 50 discharges. At this time the
coil face temperature had increased to approximately 150°F and the plastic
had begun to soften and distort around the coil.

":-" The formulation of the two plastics tested is as follows:

C-100 Room Setting Heat Setting Epoxy

51% Epirez 5091 55. 5% Epirez 5091
43. 8% LP3 33. 3% I.P3

5. Z% Diethylenetriamine 11.2% Curing Agent "Z"
Shell Chemical Corporation

5. The room temperature curing epoxy plastic, which was satisfactory
in being a relatively soft plastic which would not crack under the discharge
impact, was unsatisfactory at MSFC since sever_! minutes between dis-

charges had to be allowed to avoid the coil bulging and distortion which
would make it inoperable. Consequentl 7, this composition was removed
from another 4" coil (and from the lZ" coils} at Republic Aviation and the

coils were encapsulated in a heat setting epoxy':: capable of withstanding 350"F
continuous heat without deformation

This coil was tested by discharge against the aluminum plate &r. a rate
of five discharges perminute, at 7500 to 9500 joules (7.9 KV to 8. 9 KF at

Z40 uf) per discharge, for 75 discharges_ Al._hough the temper_._re of the
:oil face exceeded 150 ° F, the plastic remained firm and undistorted.

(The energy level ranged from 7. 9 to 8. 9 KV since the discharge switch

/
I
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was oermitted to self f_e which produces this range in discharge energy
levell.
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lZ" Coil

Degree of Local Panel Flexure, 4" Coil 5, Page Z, Figures 9 and 10
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Destruction Test, 1Z" Coil Final Report

Magnetic Weld Peening Experiments 1 and 3
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{Final)
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LIST OF ITEMS SHIPPED TO MSFC

Item Number Description
C

1 30 ft. of 4 conductor coaxial cable _4th block terminations

on one end only. The specifications of each coaxial con-
ductor are:

Polyethylene jute core to . 845" O. D.
Inner conductor - 30 gauge bare copper braid
Insulation - polyethylene to 1' O. D.
Outer conductor - 30 gauge bare copper braid
Eachet - PVC to i. 135" O. D.

Characteristic impedance
Inductance - . 006 microhenryts per coax foot

"K C. resistance - 53 microhms per coax foot

2 30 ft. of 16 conductor 1/0 welding cable with blocV
terminations on one end only

3. (2) ]2" diameter 40 turn coils per MRP 2589

4. fl) Vacuum held fixture for 12" diameter forming
coil per MRP 2581

5. (I) Dual 4" diameter coil holder per MRP 2586

6. (4) 4" diameter i0 turn coils per MAP 258___

7. (I) Single 4" diameter coil holder per MRP 2586
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